
Customize your shelf layout 
and highlight products.     
The Visi-Floor® is a superior merchandising floor system for freezer, cold 
vault, and ambient shelves. Its modular nature allows you to reorganize 
shelving without purchasing a new system. Complete with a mat and shelf 
dividers, the Visi-Floor can be modified to adjust to various widths and 
depths. It is the ideal system to efficiently merchandise different sizes and 
shaped packages on one shelf. 

n Ideal for freezers, cold vault, and coolers with angled and flat shelves
n Repositionable, snap-in clear dividers allow maximum plan-o-gram flexibility
n Reconnecting sections and depth breakoffs are adjustable to fit most shelf sizes
n Proprietary internal slip agent ensures lasting glide performance
n Made of virgin polyethylene and easily recycled
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Maximize all your merchandising needs while keeping brands organized, up-front, 
and visible with the Visi-Floor’s clear front divider lenses. Its repositionable 
dividers accommodate various package sizes and support plan-o-gram 
adjustments for years of functionality and performance. 
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Gravity-Fed
Glides

Brand
Exposure

Designed for angled and 
flat shelves, the Visi-
Floor  enables product to 
naturally glide forward 
— keeping your shelves 
appearing stocked and 
ensuring the next product 
is always visible and easily 
accessible.

Highlight brands 
with Visi-Floor’s 
repositionable 
polycarbonate dividers. 
Promote products and 
flavors to shoppers 
with unobstructed 
visibility. 

 

Easy to 
Install
Save time and labor with 
Visi-Floor’s standard 
and extended product 
depths. Avoid wasteful 
modifications by installing 
out of the box direct-to-
shelf, no tools required. 

FAST AND EFFECTIVE 
SETUP

To learn more about Visi-Floor, visit display-technologies.com

Grid 
Configurations   
Adjustable 25” deep grid 
design with interlocking 
floor configurations 
allows stores to easily 
modify depths and widths, 
accommodating the various 
shelf sizes  within the 
market.

Repositionable 
Dividers 
Position dividers where 
needed to support 
various sized products 
within same shelf to 
achieve and maintain 
plan-o-gram compliance.

Robust
Design 
Strong, durable floor 
divider design keeps 
the product upright and 
organized, providing 
the consumer optimal 
visibility and easy 
reach for a satisfying 
shopping experience 
and encouraging return 
visits.
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